In multiple sclerosis (MS) pathogenic B cells likely act on both sides of the blood-brain barrier (BBB). However, it is unclear whether antigen-experienced B cells are shared between the CNS and the peripheral blood (PB) compartments. We applied deep repertoire sequencing of IgG heavy chain variable region genes (IgG-VH) in paired cerebrospinal fluid and PB samples from patients with MS and other neurological diseases to identify related B cells that are common to both compartments. For the first time to our knowledge, we found that a restricted pool of clonally related B cells participated in robust bidirectional exchange across the BBB. Some clusters of related IgG-VH appeared to have undergone active diversification primarily in the CNS, while others have undergone active diversification in the periphery or in both compartments in parallel. B cells are strong candidates for autoimmune effector cells in MS, and these findings suggest that CNS-directed autoimmunity may be triggered and supported on both sides of the BBB. These data also provide a powerful approach to identify and monitor B cells in the PB that correspond to clonally amplified populations in the CNS in MS and other inflammatory states.
Introduction
B cells are a heterogeneous population of lymphocytes with multifaceted roles in autoimmune pathology. Antigen-experienced (memory) B cells differentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells and/or plasmablasts, serve as highly selective antigen-presenting cells (APCs) (1, 2) , and regulate numerous effector functions of T and B cells (3) . In the demyelinating disorder multiple sclerosis (MS), autoimmunity may be triggered by B cells that undergo antigen-dependent maturation within specialized lymphoid follicle-like structures in the meningeal and Virchow-Robin spaces of the CNS (4) . In MS, B cells are also inherently polarized toward a proinflammatory response to activating stimuli, perhaps promoting antigen-nonspecific "bystander" activation of nearby immune cells (5) . The dramatic clinical benefits observed by B cell depletion using therapeutic anti-CD20 monoclonal antibodies provide additional evidence that B cells are centrally involved in the MS disease process (6, 7) . Clinical and radiographic effects are rapid in onset and precede changes in antibody production by CNS plasma cells, indicating that B cell depletion, and not reduction in pathogenic autoantibodies, is responsible (8, 9) .
Cerebrospinal fluid (CSF) plasma cells have been shown to be the producers of soluble clonal IgG (10, 11) , constituting the diagnostically important oligoclonal bands present in more than 95% of patients with MS (12) . Although the antigenic targets of oligoclonal bands appear to be diverse and include autoantigens and viral antigens that could be plausibly considered as possibly pathogenic in MS, to what extent these clonal CSF signatures reflect the underlying disease process remains to be established (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) .
In addition to identifying relevant target antigens of B cell and antibody responses in MS, understanding the repertoire of pathogenic B cells and answering questions of how they differentiate and become activated as well as where they are located in the CNS and peripheral immune system have become central issues in MS pathogenesis. It is known that CNS and CSF B cells are clonally expanded (13) (14) (15) and that their expressed immunoglobulin genes are somatically hypermutated (15) (16) (17) and IgG class switched (18, 19) , indicating that antigen-driven responses can be generated and supported within the CNS. Remarkably, comparison of B cell receptor sequences in MS brain parenchyma, meningeal lymphoid follicles, and CSF indicates that the B cell repertoire overlaps across these compartments (20, 21) .
To date, nothing is known about the dynamics of B cell migration between the CNS and peripheral compartments and in particular whether B cells that have undergone somatic hypermutation (SHM) within the CNS environment are also present in peripheral blood (PB). B cell repertoires, with a theoretical diversity that likely exceeds 1 × 10 10 , have only recently become accessible to interrogation by next-generation sequencing (22) (23) (24) (25) . To better understand the relationship between CSF and PB B cells and to assess the extent of affinity maturation within the CNS, we performed high-throughput sequencing of IgG heavy chain variable region (IgG-VH) repertoires following immunoglobulin heavy variable gene-unbiased (IGHV-unbiased) PCR amplification in patients with MS and other neurological diseases (ONDs). Using molecularly precise methods, we show for the first time to our knowledge an exchange of IgG-expressing B cells between the CNS and periphery. In addition, using extensive lineage analyses designed to visualize bicompartmental (i.e., CSF and PB) immunoglobulin lineage trees, we found evidence for robust affinity maturation of CNS-associated B cell clones on both sides of the blood-brain barrier (BBB).
Results
Sequencing data. CSF and PB mononuclear cells were isolated from 6 patients with MS and 7 patients with ONDs. Presence of viable mRNA was confirmed by positive amplification of GAPDH mRNA from all CSF samples. CSF IgG-VH transcripts could be amplified by 5′-RACE from all patients with MS (n = 6) and from 4 out of 7 OND samples (Table 1 and see Supplemental Methods for detailed clinical descriptions; supplemental material available online with this article; doi:10.1172/  JCI63842DS1 ). Accordingly, all 6 patients with MS expressed IgG in their CSF, while 3 patients with ONDs did not. Mean CSF reads totaled 22,395 (SD ± 10,118) IgG-VH sequences from 10 patients (Supplemental Table 1 ). We obtained on average 399,966 (SD ± 113,192) IgG H chain sequences from the PB of 13 patients (Supplemental Table 1 ).
Total numbers of IgG-VH sequencing reads were not different between MS and OND groups in PB or in CSF for the 10 individuals in whom CSF IgG-VH mRNA could be amplified (Supplemental Figure 1) . IGHV and IGHJ germline segments and immunoglobulin heavy chain complementarity determining region 3 (H-CDR3) sequences could be called in 313,266 (SD ± 70,878) PBMC sequences and in 14,327 (SD ± 10,426) CSF sequences (Supplemental Table 1 ). IGHV usage was determined after removal of redundant IgG-VH (see Methods); resulting nonredundant sequence data sets contained on average 10,217 (SD ± 3,975) PBMC sequences and 273 (SD ± 200) CSF sequences. In CSF, MS samples contained more clonal IgG H chain sequences compared with OND samples (P = 0.0095; 2-tailed unpaired t test) (Supplemental Figure 1) , suggestive of considerable B cell activation in MS CSF.
Related B cells are present on both sides of the BBB. Among patients who express IgG in CSF, we identified IgG-VH sequences with identical H-CDR3 amino acid sequence and IGHV/IGH joining gene (IGHV/IGHJ) usage in paired CSF and PBMC IgG-VH data sets of 5 out of 6 patients with MS (MS-1, MS-2, MS-4, MS-5, and MS-6) and 3 out of 4 patients with ONDs (OND-1, OND-2, and OND-3) ( Table 2) ; on average, 8.7% (range, 0.6% to 32.7%) of clonal CSF IgG-VH sequences could also be found in the PB in these patients ( Table 2) . No identical or related IgG-VH shared between CSF and PB were identified in 2 individuals, MS-3 and OND-6 ( Table 2) .
To expand our analyses beyond sequences with identical H-CDR3, IGHV, and IGHJ, we generated clusters of related CSF and PB IgG-VH using a distance metric approach. On average, there were more clusters of related IgG-VH sequences in patients with MS compared with those in patients with ONDs (Table 3) . Resulting clusters of related IgG-VH present in CSF, or jointly present in CSF and PB, are visually represented as networks in Figure 1 (representative alignments of IgG-VH clusters are shown in Supplemental Figure 2 ; general information for clusters is shown in Supplemental Table 2 ). While these network representations are not suitable to depict clonal evolution, they provide Clonal evolution of B cells on both sides and across the BBB. To better understand lineage development of B cells that participate in affinity maturation inside the CNS and in exchange across the BBB, we performed extensive analyses using ClustalW (26) for multiple alignments and IgTree software (27) to generate lineage trees from clusters of related IgG-VH. Only IgG-VH sequences ranging at least from the 5′ end of the H-CDR1 to the 3′ end of the H-CDR3 were included in the lineage tree pipeline, thus taking into account the IgG-VH sequence portions that in combination contain the highest level of diversity. A total of 303 lineage trees were generated, i.e., 1 tree per cluster as shown in Figure  1 Table  3 ). Comparisons of IGHV usage in clusters of MS and OND B cells contributing to the CSF revealed IGHV4-59 or IGHV4-61 to be significantly overrepresented in MS (P = 0.02) ( Figure 6 and Supplemental Table 4 ); IGHV4-39 and IGHV4-4 are marginally overrepresented in MS B cell clusters (P = 0.06 and P = 0.07, respectively). In contrast, in PB IGHV3-23 and IGHV3-74 were overrepresented (P = 0.04 and P = 0.02, respectively) (Supplemental Figure 3 and Supplemental Table 5 ) in patients with MS compared with patients with ONDs. Overall, we confirm biased usage of IGHV4 germline segments in the CSF of patients with MS as shown by others before (13, 28) .
If the B cell repertoire was fully equilibrated between the periphery and the CNS, an identical distribution of IGHV usage would be expected and a plot of IGHV usage in PBMCs (x axis) versus that in CSF (y axis) would place all IGHV sequences along a diagonal. However, this is not the case, because IGHV4-39 and IGHV4-59 or IGHV4-61 sequences stand out as overrepresented in most MS CSF samples studied here ( Figure 7A ). Only 1 individual in the MS group (MS-6) did not show overutilization of IGHV4-39 or IGHV4-59 or IGHV4-61 in CSF; instead, this patient showed a dominant usage of IGHV1-69 ( Figure 7A ). In contrast, IGHV4-39 is present and appears overutilized in the CSF of only 1 patient with OND (OND-3; Figure 7B ). Taken together, these data suggest that B cells expressing certain IGHV4 segments predominate within the CNS compartment of patients with MS.
Other diversifying elements in the CNS compartment. There was no significant difference in overall distance from germline IGHV or H-CDR3 length between the MS and OND samples (Supplemental Figure 4 ).
Discussion
The sequencing depth achieved in this study permitted identification of related or identical B cells on both sides of the BBB for the first time to our knowledge. Clustering of related IgG-VH For each individual, the number of IgG-VH clusters, as depicted in Figure 1 and listed in Supplemental Table 2 , is shown. Overall more clusters were identified in patients with MS compared with that in patients with ONDs (P = 0.03, 2-way ANOVA).
sequences followed by generation of lineage trees permitted visualization of clonal diversification in relation to their compartmental origin. Closely related B cells, existing on both sides of the BBB, were not exclusively found in patients with MS but were also detected in some patients with ONDs, including inflammatory conditions and other etiologies that are not primarily inflammatory in origin. As expected, we did not find IgG-VH transcripts in the CSF of all patients studied. It is likely that in the healthy state B cell migration across the BBB must be limited or nonexistent but is initiated or magnified during the course of diverse CNS disorders. In MS, this connection may be distinctive in 2 important ways: CSF B cell repertoires appear to be biased in their usage of certain IGHV germline segments, and there is strong evidence for robust B cell activation. These results lend support to the concept that highly active immune responses involving a select pool of B cells are centrally involved in the immunopathology of MS. In 5 patients with MS (MS-1, MS-2, MS-4, MS-5, and MS-6), we identified common IgG-VH sequences existing both in the CSF and PB. However, our data also suggest that only a select few B cells migrate between both compartments and are retained inside the CNS compartment to undergo clonal expansion, clonal diversification, or both. In most of the patients with MS studied, there was evidence for significant CSF-restricted B cell activation, reinforcing earlier work indicating that B cells can undergo extensive affinity maturation within the CNS compartment (4, (13) (14) (15) (16) (17) (18) (19) . One patient (MS-3), clinically stable and on disease-modifying therapy, was found to have highly active intrathecal B cell diversification without sharing of B cell clones with the periphery. Conversely, in another patient (MS-5), an extensive and diverse CSF/PB connection was observed. This individual had an acute inflammatory white matter lesion, noted on MRI 1 week prior to the CSF sampling, that might have facilitated de novo migration of B cell clones between the periphery and the nervous system.
Our results show an intimate connection between B cell repertoires located on both sides of the BBB. In MS, this connection appears to be biased toward clones utilizing IGHV4-39 and IGHV4-59 or IGHV4-61 germline segments, confirming and extending earlier, less comprehensive studies, reporting overrepresentation of some IGHV4 segments in MS lesions (13) and CSF (28) . Although the cause of the IGHV4 bias in MS is not known, it is possible that these B cell receptors provide a particularly suitable scaffold for relevant target antigens in MS.
Importantly, extensive lineage analyses of IgG-VH clusters revealed direct clonal exchange across the BBB and histories of clonal diversification, suggesting that in MS driving forces for activation of disease-associated B cells operate both in the periphery and in the CNS and possibly in the two compartments in parallel. Our data indicate that B cell exchange across the BBB can be bidirectional and raise the possibility that in MS B cell-mediated autoimmunity can be triggered and supported on both sides of the BBB.
Figure 2
In MS, B cell receptors are subject to extensive intrathecal SHM. Nucleotide sequences, represented by clusters shown in Figure 1 , were selected from the IgG-VH sequence database and used to generate lineage trees using IgTree software (see Methods).
(A-E) Representative trees for CSF-restricted clusters for patients (A) MS-1, (B) MS-3, (C) MS-4, (D) MS-6, and (E) MS-5.
The corresponding IGHV, IGHJ, and most common H-CDR3 AA sequences are listed in Supplemental Table 2. In the lineage trees, each round node represents at least one unique IgG-VH sequence ranging from at least the 5′ end of H-CDR1 to the 3′ end of H-CDR3; larger nodes represent up to hundreds of identical sequences. Putative germline sequences were determined using SoDA (https://dulci.org/soda/; ref. 36) and are labeled as black, and hypothetical intermediates calculated by IgTree are labeled as beige. The numbers represent mutational steps between nodes; only mutational steps >1 are indicated; thus, unlabeled branches represent a single mutation. Triangular nodes contain 2 or more singleton sequences in leaves.
An important challenge for future work will be to determine whether PB B cells that share target specificity with their related CSF B cells are similar or different in terms of their potential contributions to the disease process. For example, IgG-expressing B cells in the periphery may function as APCs (1, 2), while their clonally related B cells in the CNS may further differentiate into antibody-secreting plasma cells or plasmablasts (10, 11, 21, 29, 30) . Recently, IL-10-producing CD27 + memory B cells were described in humans (3), and studies in the MS disease model EAE assign critical regulatory functions to this B cell population (31) . These findings raise the possibility that regulatory B cells existing on either side of the BBB may also play a role in MS immunopathology, in this case by inhibiting rather than promoting deleterious proinflammatory responses.
The use of molecular IGHV profiles as diagnostic and/or prognostic biomarkers, as probes to identify MS autoantigens, or as targets for novel therapies has considerable potential. With respect to the first possibility, clusters of related CSF B cells could represent diagnostic markers for underlying chronic humoral immune processes in the CNS, similar to oligoclonal banding of CSF immunoglobulins but with the advantage of molecular precision amenable to longitudinal tracking. Larger cohort studies using the technology described in this study are warranted to determine whether an identifiable IGHV usage bias also exists in PB that could be diagnostically useful. Identification of antigenic targets of B cells and antibodies using certain IGHV segments would represent a major step forward toward elucidating the underlying autoimmune etiology of MS. Last, IGHV-based targeting of B cells may be envisioned as a more precise and possibly individualized application to MS immune therapy. In this approach, clones that have undergone extensive somatic diversification within the CNS environment could be identified and specifically targeted, and, in theory, highly selective disruption of the inflammatory process in MS might be achieved even if the underlying autoantigen is not identified.
Methods
Sample generation. PB and CSF were obtained from 6 patients with MS and 7 patients with ONDs. General information on each individual is summarized in Table 1 , and more detailed descriptions can be found in the supplemental materials. Except for patient MS-3, who participated for research only, all patients underwent lumbar punctures for diagnostic workup for suspected demyelinating inflammatory disease. All 6 patients with MS met the commonly applied diagnostic criteria (latest revision) for MS (32) , whereas none of the patients with ONDs did.
PBMCs were isolated using Ficoll paque density centrifugation and cryopreserved using standard protocols. CSF cells were spun down and frozen at -80°C. Total RNA from 10 × 10 6 PBMCs was isolated using the AllPrep Kit (Qiagen) and reverse transcribed using the SMARTer RACE cDNA Amplification Kit (Clontech). cDNA was amplified using the SMARTer RACE Universal 5′ Primer Mix (Clontech) (long, 5′-CTAA-TACGACTCACTATAGGGCAAGCAGTGGTATCAACGCAGAGT-3′; short, 5′-CTAATACGACTCACTATAGGGC-3′) and a validated IgG isotype-specific 3′ primer (5′-GGGAAGACSGATGGGCCCTTGGTGG-3′). To enable 454 sequencing, the SMARTer RACE Universal short primer and the IgG isotype-specific primer also contained the GS FLX Titanium Primer B or A sequence, respectively, for the Lib-L chemistry (454 Sequencing, Roche). In addition, 6 base multiplex identifier sequences were added to the IgG isotype-specific PCR primer to enable unique assignment of sequencing reads. PCR amplification was performed at 95°C for 5 minutes; 95°C for 30 seconds, 65°C for 30 seconds, 72°C for 1 minute for 33 cycles; and 72°C for 7 minutes. Products were purified using AMPure XP beads (Beckman Coulter Genomics) and quantified using a Quant-iT PicoGreen dsDNA Kit (Invitrogen). This 5′-RACE approach allowed for unbiased amplification of IgG-VH regions. All CSF samples were confirmed to contain viable mRNA by amplification of GAPDH cDNA.
Sequencing. Purified PCR products were diluted to 1 × 10 9 molecules per μl and uniquely barcoded samples were pooled. The final sample pools were subjected to emulsion PCR and unidirectional sequencing (from the IgG isotype-specific primer end) on a 2-region sequencing run using the GS FLX Titanium Lib-L chemistry (454 Sequencing, Roche). The relationship between sampling depth and repertoire resolution was determined previously by simulated subsampling of reference V-gene distributions: a target depth of 10,000 usable reads was determined for V-gene analysis and a target depth of 100,000 usable reads was determined for V(D)J analysis (33) .
Sequence analysis. For all reads, IGHV and IGHJ segment usage was determined by probabilistic classification among NCBI Blastn solutions to an "ImMunoGeneTics" (IMGT) reference database (24) . CDR boundaries and amino acid composition were determined by aligning all translated reading frames to IMGT-VDJ segment-trained, Kabat column-annotated hidden Markov models (HMM) with HMMER (Version 3) (24); the HMMER functions used were hmmalign and hmmscore. Reads not passing all criteria (uniquely classified IGHV, IGHJ, and H-CDR3) were filtered from subsequent analysis. For the purposes of generating nonredundant IGHV usage data sets from each CSF and PBMC sample, H-CDR3s were extracted from translated HMM-aligned multiple sequence alignments that spanned FR3-CDR3-FR4 (24) . V-segment profiles were constructed from normalized counts of segment usage in unique clonal rearrangement events. Clonal nonredundancy was established by considering only one representative from a set of reads bearing the same V-segment, J-segment, H-CDR3 length, and H-CDR3 amino acid composition that differed by fewer than 2 residues from any other H-CDR3 in the data set (33) . Thus, IgG-VH sequences were identified as being related based on the fact that IGHV and IGHJ usage are stable features within clonally related B cells and that H-CDR3 is highly specific to clonally related B cells and its length is virtually invariable within groups of clonally related B cells. IgG-VH expressed by B cells in both CSF and PBMCs was identified by direct identification of IgG-VH with Lineage trees of IgG-VH clusters. As shown in Figure 1 , a large number of clusters that were composed of clonally related IgG-VH sequences were identified, permitting an analysis of clonal B cell evolution in clusters limited to the CSF and also in those that connect CSF with PB. We used IgTree (27) (provided by Ramit Mehr, Bar-Ilan University, Ramat-Gan, Israel) to display B cell lineages contained within each cluster. Importantly, the IgTree software takes into account the possibility that not all intermediate sequences of B cell lineages may have been identified.
Groups of IgG-VH sequences representative of each cluster and each H-CDR3 represented per cluster were selected from the data set. To generate biologically relevant lineage trees of productive IgG-VH rearrangements, only IgG-VH sequences spanning at least from the 5′ end of H-CDR1 to the 3′ end of H-CDR3 with a contiguous reading frame were considered; thus, sequences containing frame shift-inducing indels were automatically removed. For each cluster, the putative germline sequence, including the V-D-J junction, was determined using SoDA (https://dulci.org/soda/; ref. 36 ) and used as tree root for lineage tree calculations. Multiple alignments of cluster-derived IgG-VH sequences and the corresponding germline sequence were performed using ClustalW 2.1 (26) . To be able to include compartment information for each tree node, we visualized lineage trees as circles using a hierarchical layout in Cytoscape (version 2.8.3; ref. 35) . IgG-VH exclusively found in CSF are labeled as blue, those in PB are labeled as red, and those present in both compartments are labeled as green in the figures. Putative germline sequences are in black in the figures and are located at the root of the tree. Unknown intermediates calculated by IgTree are shown in beige identical H-CDR3 amino acid sequence and usage of the same IGHV and IGHJ segments in CSF and PBMC sequence data sets.
Clustering of IgG H chain V regions. The availability of large numbers of IgG-VH sequences prompted us to further evaluate the complexity within clusters of clonally related sequences present in CSF only or shared between PB and CSF compartments. IgG-VH sequence clusters were generated using a Levenshtein distance of 0 or 1 between their H-CDR3 amino acid sequences (34) . Focusing on the H-CDR3 takes advantage of the "fingerprint-like" quality of the V-D-J junction containing sequence elements of IGHV, IGHD, and IGHJ germline segments and a defined length that remains nearly invariable during affinity maturation. By selecting sequences based on their translated H-CDR3 sequence, sequences with silent mutations in the H-CDR3 were considered as identical for clustering purposes. Clustering sequences based on a Levenshtein distance of 0 or 1 ensured clustering of related sequences with identical H-CDR3 (distance = 0) as well as those with some additional diversity in the H-CDR3 (distance = 1) (Supplemental Figure 5 ). Features of resulting clusters including the most frequently observed H-CDR3 amino acid sequences are shown in Supplemental Table  2 . Our clustering approach identified sequences that belong to clonally related lineages, as shown by multiple alignments of amino acid sequences contained within clusters (for examples, see Supplemental Figure 2 certain IGHV segment was used at the same proportion in MS and ONDs, we exhaustively enumerated the data set configurations [exhaustive C(10,6) combination tests, also referred to as resampling-based permutation test]; resampling P values were generated and are provided where necessary, and P values of less than 0.05 were considered significant. Given the limited sample size we have limited our investigation to the analysis of segment usage using relative proportions. Comparisons of IGHV usage in CSF and B cell clusters considered only those patients expressing IgG in their CSF; comparisons of IGHV usage were made between all patients with MS and ONDs.
Study approval. The studies involving humans presented here were reviewed and approved by the UCSF Committee on Human Research. in the figures. The size of tree nodes are proportional to the number of identical sequences contained within each node. Given that we used an unbiased approach to amplify IgG-VH, large nodes may represent sequences derived from either clonally expanded B cells or plasma cells. We frequently encountered large tree nodes containing many branches or leafs; to minimize misinterpreting sequencing errors for SHM, we assembled singleton leaf sequences as triangular nodes, and only display leaves as round if they contain 2 or more identical sequences.
Statistics. In order to test for overrepresentation of IGHV segments among CSF, PB, or B cell clusters, we implemented a simulation-based evaluation of the significance of the differences in IGHV segment usage between patients with MS and ONDs. Under the null hypothesis that a 
